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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given the code fragment:
Assume that the SQL query matches one record. What is the result of compiling and executing
this code?
A. The code prints the employee ID.
B. Compilation fails due to an error at line 13.
C. Compilation fails due to an error at line 14.
D. The code prints Error.
Answer: D
Explanation:
The code compiles fine.
A: prints Error: rs.next() fehlt !! Fehlermeldung: Before start of result set mit rs.next() Aufruf :
The code would run fine. public int getInt(String columnName) throws SQLException Retrieves
the value of the designated column in the current row of this ResultSet object as an int
in the Java programming language

NEW QUESTION: 2
When you are performing a tablespace point-in-time recovery, which tablespaces will always
be restored to the auxiliary instance? (Choose all that apply.)
A. The UNDO tablespace.
B. All tablespaces with indexes.
C. No tablespaces are automatically restored.
D. The SYSTEM tablespace.
E. All tablespaces with tables.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Scenario:

A. Option D
B. Option A

C. Option B
D. Option C
Answer: C
Explanation:
Check the below now:
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